SUPPORT FOR MOBILITY AMONG RESEARCHERS AFFILIATED TO
EUROMESCO INSTITUTES
DEADLINE TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS FOR THE SECOND CALL: 21/07/2019

PRESENTATION
The European Institute of the Mediterranean (IEMed) will provide support to research institutes from the
EuroMeSCo network for the organisation of international seminars, workshops and conferences on EuroMediterranean issues. The objective is to reinforce dialogue on political and security developments in the
Euro-Mediterranean region between the research institutes from the network and other national and regional
stakeholders, thus contributing to more inclusive policy-making processes, and to foster mobility between
experts of the network.
The international workshops/conferences that will benefit from the IEMed support should be organized by a
member of the EuroMeSCo network and include participants from both shores of the Mediterranean. In line
with the objectives of the network, the topic of the conference should relate to the Euro-Mediterranean policy
agenda and possibly with the EuroMeSCo thematic priorities (annual conference, working package).
For the 2019 edition, the IEMed has reserved up to €6,000, which will be distributed in two calls that will be
launched throughout the year. The first call will be for the activities to be carried out between March-June
2019. The second call will be for activities to be carried out between September-December 2019.
For each activity benefiting from this program, the IEMed will cover travel expenses of a maximum of 5
EuroMeSCo experts from the Euro-Mediterranean area (representing 25% of the total number of
speakers).
The organizing entity must include the logos of EuroMeSCo and the IEMed on all documents related to
the event and must provide the EuroMeSCo Secretariat with a report from the activity, highlighting its
objectives, key findings and recommendations, as well as high resolution pictures of the event for
inclusion on the EuroMeSCo social media (website, Facebook and Twitter) and newsletter.

HOW TO APPLY
In order to apply, please submit the following documents to EuroMeSCo Secretariat at pol@iemed.org by 21
July 2019.
-

Application Form (see joint document),

-

Draft programme

Incomplete applications will be rejected.

